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Electrophilic Aromatic Substitution 
•  Additions across benzene rings are unusual because of the stability 

imparted by aromaticity.  

•  Reactions that keep the aromatic ring intact are favored. 

•  The characteristic reaction of benzene is electrophilic aromatic 
substitution—a hydrogen atom is replaced by an electrophile. 



Common 

EAS 

Reactions 



•  In halogenation, benzene reacts with Cl2 or Br2 in the presence of a Lewis 
acid catalyst, such as FeCl3 or FeBr3, to give the aryl halides 
chlorobenzene or bromobenzene, respectively. 

•  Analogous reactions with I2 and F2 are not synthetically useful because I2 
is too unreactive and F2 reacts too violently. 

•  Mechanism of chlorination of benzene 

Halogenation 



•  Regardless of the electrophile used, all electrophilic aromatic substitution reactions 
occur by the same two-step mechanism: 

1.  Addition of the electrophile E+ to form a resonance-stabilized carbocation.  
2.  Deprotonation with base. 

General Mechanism of Substitution 



•  The first step in electrophilic aromatic substitution forms a carbocation, 
for which three resonance structures can be drawn.  

•  To help keep track of the location of the positive charge: 

Resonance-Stabilized Aromatic Carbocation 



Energy Diagram for Electrophilic Aromatic Substitution 



•  Nitration and sulfonation introduce two different functional groups into 
the aromatic ring.  

•  Nitration is especially useful because the nitro group can be reduced 
to an NH2 group. 

•  Mechanisms of Electrophile Formation  
    for Nitration and Sulfonation  

Nitration and Sulfonation 



•  A nitro group (NO2) that has been introduced on a benzene ring by 
nitration with strong acid can readily be reduced to an amino group (NH2) 
under a variety of conditions. (We will not consider mechanism.) 

Reduction of Nitro Benzenes 

•  Synthetic Example: Reduction of ethyl p-nitrobenzoate with H2 and a 
palladium catalyst forms a local anesthetic commonly called benzocaine. 



•  In Friedel–Crafts alkylation, treatment of benzene with an alkyl 
halide and a Lewis acid (AlCl3) forms an alkyl benzene. 

•  Mechanism of Electrophile Formation 

Friedel–Crafts Alkylation 



1)  Vinyl halides and aryl halides do not react in Friedel-Crafts 
alkylation. 

Other considerations: Friedel–Crafts Alkylation 

2) Rearrangements can occur. 

Mechanism of Rearrangement 



3)  Other functional groups that form carbocations can also be 
used as starting materials. 

•  Carbocations formed in the presence of benzene can then 
substitute onto the ring by the usual mechanism.   

Other considerations: Friedel–Crafts Alkylation 



•  Treatment of benzene with an alkyl halide and AlCl3 places an 
electron-donor R group on the ring.  

•  Since R groups activate the ring, the alkylated product 
(C6H5R) is now more reactive than benzene itself towards 
further substitution, and it reacts again with RCl to give 
products of polyalkylation. 

 
•  This is a significant limitation of the synthetic use of the 

Friedel-Crafts Alkylation. 

4) Friedel–Crafts Reactions and Ring Activation 

Other considerations: Friedel–Crafts Alkylation 



•  In Friedel–Crafts acylation, a benzene ring is treated with an acid 
chloride (RCOCl) and AlCl3 to form a ketone. 

•  Because the new group bonded to the benzene ring is called an acyl 
group, the transfer of an acyl group from one atom to another is an 
acylation. 

Friedel–Crafts Acylation 

•  Mechanism of Electrophile Formation 



•  In Friedel–Crafts acylation, the 
Lewis acid AlCl3 ionizes the 
carbon–halogen bond of the acid 
chloride, thus forming a positively 
charged carbon electrophile called 
an acylium ion, which is resonance 
stabilized. 

Friedel–Crafts Acylation 

•  Carbonyl groups are electron-withdrawing and deactivate the ring 
for EAS. 

•  The acylated product (C6H5C(=O)R) is now less reactive than 
benzene itself towards further substitution, preventing polyacylation.  

Ring Deactivation 



•  Starting materials that contain both a benzene ring and an electrophile 
are capable of intramolecular Friedel–Crafts reactions. 

Intramolecular Friedel–Crafts Reactions 




